YOU WAKE UP...

...breathless,
sweating, and disoriented with a headache and
vague images of a bad dream lingering in the
back of your subconscious. Its dark, still nighttime,
and you reach for the light, a bottle of water, a
pair of glasses, ibuprofen; whatever you normally
use to relieve your nightmares. After fumbling
around a short while your vision adjusts to the
shadows and you realize that the item your
looking for isn't there. Then it dawns on you. I'm
not in my bed anymore. The air is somehow
different, the smell of something wild and
unknown permeates the space and a flash of
terror jumps down your spine. Someone or
something else is present in the room with you.
"Who is there?" a voice calls out. What do you do?
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There is a world only seen when we are asleep. It is a place where our imaginations can

recount times forgotten and remember friends long gone; where our minds can solve
everyday problems unhindered by certainty. It feels tangible when we are there, but becomes
a fleeting recollection as we return to the waking world each day. This place can be scary
too. Breathtaking imagery can give way to terrifying reminders of our deepest fears and
become journeys into the macabre. This is where we go when we are asleep, an otherworld
dreamland of our mind where nothing can hurt us.
Or so we thought. The Dreamworld is a very real place, hidden beyond our universe. It is a
tactile reality full of strange creatures, travelers who have lost their way home, and nearomnipotent beings of thought. But this place also holds dark secrets and shadows from our
innermost nightmares. When you find yourself in the Dreamworld for the first time, it's up to
you to decide what is real and what can hurt you. But decide quickly, because the nightmares
are coming. With other dreamwalkers by your side you'll have experiences unlike any other,
forge friendships tested by fire, and unravel the mysteries of the Lucid Dream. What will you
become in the Dream?

BE WHO YOU IMAGINE

You're a Dreamwalker: an involuntary explorer in a strange land, and from another world. In
your waking hours, you may be a fearless dwarf, a scientist struck by madness, an oppressive
warlord, charismatic space explorer, or a "Mundie" from the action-packed world of the
1980s. In the dreamworld, everyone starts as equals regardless of their homeworld or role in
society.
This freedom provides us all with something very special. First, it gives you individuality
unbound by rules or level and allows you to play the game from any perspective, and second,
it tells us the kind of stories you want to experience. Any knowledge your character learns in
the lucid dream can be taken back to your realm and at times, we will ask you to make
decisions in your character's waking hours between events.
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You may create a character from any of the species currently listed in the Realms section of
the official website. And if we don't have quite what you imagined, never fear! The
dreamscape is ever-changing and new realms can enter its influence. Find something you
think is fun in the meantime and create another character when a new realm is introduced;
you may even have an influence on what we choose next.

A STRAIGHTFORWARD WAY TO PLAY

There are seven attributes at the core of every character. They are Might, Reality, Guile,
Intellect, Creativity, Wisdom, and Charisma. Imagine them as portions of the same sliding
scale. The greater chunk of points that an attribute has, the more impact it has on the way
your character thinks about themselves and the world around them. These scores can also
change over time and they influence what your character can do, whether that be casting
spells, taking a punch, or talking your way out of a tricky situation. More information on
attributes can be found in Chapter 2.
A Sanity Score also plays a large part in what makes our game special, it is a roleplaying wild
card that when dropped to zero can not only kill you, but cause you to become a danger to
others as you lose your mind. Additionally, certain monsters, items, and areas can afflict you
with Insanity Points, which are a semi-permanent detriment. Insanity effects run the gamut of
phobias, ticks, obsessions, and mental derailments that will challenge your roleplay on a
regular basis.

DEATH IS NOT THE END

We all know that in any game the final death of a
character is bittersweet at best and completely
unexpected at worst. Many incredible personalities are
taken before their time, leaving behind unfinished
stories. What we offer is a way to continue after death:
for the sake of revenge, to seek closure with your
closest friends, or to occasionally help your allies in the
future. You may even continue to play a role in the
dreamworld as though you never died at all. In our
game you have the majority control over when your
character’s story ends. However, this choice comes with
some drawbacks.
When a character dies, they can choose to become
a Shell of their once living soul. A Shell is not really the
same character, but a spectre of that person, a ghostly reminder, and a permanent resident
of the Dreaming. Shells do not wake up from the dream which eventually causes them to
suffer insanity and become deranged as they forget more and more about their past life.
Being a Shell has many unique challenges and dangers, but worst among these are becoming
the puppet of a Reaper. If they are slain by a Reaper it can choose to compel them into its
service or task them with performing heinous acts against their friends and allies.
There is some relief though. Only the most powerful of dreamworld denizens can identify
who is and is not a Shell without slaying them, and many Shells choose to hide their lack of a
soul from others for fear of being shunned or persecuted.
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WHAT IS LIVE-ACTION GAMING?

Much like its predecessors, live-action gaming puts you in the role of a character, but instead
of sitting around a table and describing your actions or looking at a computer screen, you
get to act them out and even participate in the combat. Think of it as cross-country
improvised theater. The characters you create are from different universes than our own,
which are called Realms. Please note, it’s fine to take aspects of established characters from
your favorite work of fiction, but cosplaying is prohibited at this game.
Catalyst is a role-playing game. The realms are drawn from literary genres like pulp
science fiction, epic fantasy, dystopian cyberpunk, and lovecraftian horror, as well as many
others. They are familiar but re-imagined as part of the tapestry of Catalyst. Your character
might be a space pirate from the far future, a monster of legend, or even an alternate earth
history version of yourself
trapped in a 1980's action film.
What ties these characters
together is a world-in-between
known as The Dreaming.

IMMERSION

When you read a book, you
become deeply involved in the
plot of the protagonist and are
drawn into their made-up world.
In a way, this lets you leave the
everyday and become part of
something amazing as you
experience the story. Catalyst
lets you take that experience to the next dimension. You get to be the protagonist in your
own story, and share in the adventure with friends. If you're new to live roleplaying do not
fear, all you need is jeans and a T-shirt, albeit from the styles of the 1980's; if you or your
parents lived through this era that might mean dusting off some of the clothes at the back of
your closet or going to your local thrift store.
As with any game there are rules that must be followed, but they have been designed to
be discreet and simple to keep track of over the course of play. Most game mechanics are
spoken aloud and combat is acted out with safe foam weapons, dart guns, and thrown bean
bags. We ask you to keep cell phones, soda bottles, and other modern-day items out of sight.
Characters from Mundania have some leeway with that last rule if a modern item existed in
1980 and is a part of their costume.
An average event begins on Friday night and runs until Sunday morning with no breaks or
"holds" in-between. And don't worry, you can still leave and re-enter the game at any time if
you want to take care of real-world needs like getting food. At game, there are always
designated areas where you can just be yourself and take a break from roleplaying.
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INTERPRETING THE RULES IN THIS BOOK

Although we support creative thinking and clever uses of game mechanics, players should
never take advantage of this to cheat or look for loopholes. If you are unsure of something
ask a GM first. Do not read between the lines or make things up as you go. Play by what you
know is correct. We can always give items back or return your character's lives if a rule was
not understood entirely.

SAFETY

At this game, safety is our number one priority. Players should always act in a safe manner
and follow the direction of staff members when asked to do something, especially when it
involves the safety of yourself or other players. In addition to using your common sense, we
ask that all players observe the following policies:
➢ RUNNING AT NIGHT: You should always move at a safe speed. Most campgrounds
are notorious for having tripping hazards everywhere. NPCs are to only pursue a
fleeing PC at the same speed they are moving when engaging them in rough terrain
or poor visibility.
➢ SELF-ENDANGERMENT: Skills that allow you to Jump and Climb in-game to offer
statistical advantages should not actually be attempted. This includes climbing trees
and buildings, jumping over hazards such as streams or logs, or generally increasing
the chances you will hurt yourself.
➢ PULLING YOUR BLOWS: You should never swing your melee weapons in a wildly
uncontrolled manner or with full-force. A weapon only needs to make contact with
your target to be effective.
➢ USING DART GUNS: Dart guns should
never be aimed at the face. We allow most
Nerf and Buzzbee guns or ball launchers.
Modifications are okay so long as you can
demonstrate the safety of the gun. We do
not allow modifications to foam darts,
disks, or balls, and these are the only
mechanism-fired projectiles we allow.
➢ THROWING SPELL PACKETS: All spell
packets or beanbags should be larger than
an average person's eye socket, and you
should never throw them at someone's
face. If you make your own, they should be
filled with bird seed or other lightweight
and biodegradable materials. Do not use
Rice.
➢ CONSENT TO PERSONAL SPACE: You
should never encroach on another player's
personal space or touch them without their
permission for any reason.
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CALLING A "HOLD"

Hold is a universal term used to pause the
game. We have 3 types of holds. If you hear
"Hold" or "Safety Hold" called you should
immediately stop what you're doing and repeat
it as loudly as you can in case other players in
the area did not hear the call. There is also
"Clarify?" which can be used if you don't know
what something does or you need a game rule
explained.
➢ "HOLD" - The basic hold is used by
Players or GM's to stop the game and
explain the rules or alert a large group
of people to general information about
what is going on. Repeat this when you
hear it so that all players in the area are
made aware.
➢ "SAFETY HOLD" - This hold is used to alert players and GM's of a safety hazard or
medical emergency. Repeat this when you hear it so that all players in the area are
made aware. You can call a Safety Hold if you drop your glasses or if someone slips.
Please be aware that Safety Holds may also be referred to as a Medical Hold if
someone is hurt.
➢ "CLARIFY?” - This hold is used to ask what a rule or effect does and does not need to
be shouted. This is useful when not everyone in an area needs to pause. If you get hit
with an ability you don't understand or are caught in an area effect, call a Clarify.
IMPORTANT! During a “Hold” and “Safety Hold” please refrain from speaking and stay in
place so that Staff Members and the person who called the hold may quickly take care of the
situation. The person or staff member that called a hold will Say “3,2,1, Lay On” to start up
the game again. Failure to follow these rules will result in a Rules Violation.

MEDICINE AND MEDICAL EMERGENCIES

No one should offer medicine to or take medicine from other players no matter how well you
know them, even headache medicine. As much as we may trust each other it is never
recommended to take anything that belongs to someone else, even if it comes from an overthe-counter bottle. One or more first aid kits are always provided in an Out of Game location
(Usually the Soulforge) that is staffed with someone who can help. If you think you might get
a headache or need other Over-The-Counter medicine during a game, please bring your own
for personal use.
If someone falls and is injured or found unconscious, under no circumstances should you
attempt to move them unless a hazard is still presenting a danger to them. Accidents
happen, but you do not want to do more damage by trying to help them without proper
training. Always get help as soon as possible, and give that person as much information as
you can. Call a "Medical Hold" loudly and clearly whenever other players enter the area to
alert them that an emergency is happening.
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WHAT DO I NEED TO DO AT AN EVENT?

Our organization is a group effort and we consider every player and staff member to be part
of the same team. We request that players help the team by making sure they complete the
following tasks each event:
➢ Complete a 4-hour NPC Shift during the weekend. We need you to help play the bad guys
and extras for your fellow players. You can choose your NPC shift at Check-In on Friday
night on a first come, first serve basis, so arrive on time to the event. If you have any
circumstances that might stop you from completing an NPC shift, including medical
restrictions and other circumstances beyond your control, please contact us.
➢ Get your Cabin Cleanup and Camp Cleanup signed off. You need to get your character
sheet signed off before you leave the camp on Sunday. A staff member must sign off that
your sleeping area and campsite are clean and all trash is removed from the area. Camp
cleanup assignments, such as picking up spell packets and nerf darts from a mod site, are
assigned by staff members.
➢ Turn in your Player Packet. Put character cards, item cards, and any physreps that belong
to the game back in the bag you received at check in. This allows us to update your
character sheet between events.
If any of these tasks are not complete, you will not receive credit for attending the event.
You may also get a rules violation if this is not the first occurrence. Speak with a staff
member as soon as possible if you are having any issues. We are more than willing to work
with players on these requests, but you need to talk to us first.

WHAT SHOULD I BRING?

There are some essentials you should bring to every event for you and your character, these
are usually things we can't provide.

SLEEPING GEAR

For weekend events, we only rent from camps that provide cabins or platform tents and cots
with foam mattress pads. During the colder months, we rent heated cabins. Cold months in
Maryland are November thru March. Although months adjacent to this period can be chilly,
we cannot guarantee that a heated space will be available.
➢ You should bring your own sleeping bag, blankets and pillows, and whatever else you
need to be comfortable for 2 nights in the woods.

FOOD

We do not usually provide food for our events. However, we do our best to have access to
one or more kitchens that all players can use. If you choose to use this amenity, you must
clean up after yourself and be as quick as possible so that others may also use this area. It
should be your personal policy to always leave areas cleaner than you found them. We will
do our best to provide directions and recommendations to the nearest convenience stores,
grocery stores, and any local restaurants.
➢ You should bring enough food or money to feed yourself Friday night, all of Saturday, and
Sunday morning.
➢ We do not provide tableware or cooking utensils.
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LIGHT

Not every building will have electricity and much of the game takes place at night. Flashlights
and lanterns should be used when traveling at night, and appropriate In-Character lighting
should be used when able. Do not bring gas or oil lamps, or anything that requires a spark or
produces flames. Fires should only be created in camp-designated fire rings. You will be
asked to put anything that we deem as unsafe or hazardous in your car for the remainder of
the event.
➢ You should bring at least one flashlight
or lantern for yourself.
➢ LED Candles and other In-Game lights
are recommended to maintain the
atmosphere of the game.

CLOTHING

You must wear a costume appropriate for
your character and meet any make-up
requirements for the species you choose to
portray; this includes ear tips and other
prosthetics as well as face-paint and
distinguishing characteristics. You will also
want to bring plain black clothing for your NPC shift and comfortable clothing for when you
are not playing the game. Make sure to dress appropriately for the weather.
➢
➢
➢
➢
➢
➢
➢

A costume or clothing appropriate for your character.
A black shirt and black pants for NPC shifts.
Comfortable and weather appropriate clothing or layers.
A Blue Headband and a White Headband for your personal use.
A Purple and/or Yellow Headband if you have a skill that requires it.
An appropriate wristband for weapon damage above white.
Extra Socks!

LARP-SAFE WEAPONS

We do not provide weapons or loan out the gear we have for NPCs to use. You need to bring
your own boffer or latex weapons, dart guns and darts, and spell packets as necessary for
your character. All weapons need to be inspected and approved for safety when you check in
(including darts) at the beginning of each game.

REGISTERING ONLINE FOR AN EVENT

It is highly recommended that you register early for our events. This allows us to better meet
your needs, both logistically and when providing character-driven content. Players may
normally register for an event as late as the week prior. Additionally, you can select a first
and second choice for your preferred NPC shift that you would like to be assigned to before
the beginning of the event.
Attending your First Regular Event as a New Player costs only $25. If you are not sure if
you qualify for the discount please contact us using the website before submitting your
registration.
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#1. CHOOSE YOUR REALM AND SPECIES

This is the most crucial choice you will make during character creation. It determines the
setting you're familiar with before entering The Dreaming, and outlines the kind of costuming
you will need to portray your character. Please be aware that some Species will require
special prosthetics or full-face makeup to play. Visit the Realms section of the website for
more information about the current available options. Costuming should be unique -you’re
building a character with their own sense of style, rather than cosplaying.

#2. SPEND ATTRIBUTE POINTS

The next step is to distribute points across the seven attributes. These are part of what
makes your character who they are and affect things like health and sanity. The attributes
are Might, Reality, Guile, Intellect, Creativity, Wisdom, and Charisma. Each attribute begins
with 1 point and you may distribute an additional 20 points as you like. You should have a
total of 27 points when you're finished.
MIGHT: Determines your courage in the face of fear and your physical power.
It increases your Hit Points. Crystals that require a high Might give you
higher melee damage and special attacks.
REALITY: Measures how in touch you are with what is real and what is
phantasmal. It increases your Hit Points and grants you Physical Saves.
Crystals that require high Reality affect your armor and protect against
physical attacks.
GUILE: Dictates your quickness, accuracy, and subterfuge. It grants you
Physical Saves. Crystals that need a high Guile allow you to use ranged
weapons, stealth, and trickery.
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INTELLECT: Measures the amount of knowledge you have and your
understanding of science. It increases your Sanity Points. Crystals that need
a high Intellect allow you to use science and magic.
CREATIVITY: Regulates your problem-solving skills and your ability to craft
objects. It increases your Sanity Points. Crystals that require a high creativity
allow you to decipher recipes and create items.
WISDOM: Determines your common sense, willpower, and perception. It
increases your Sanity Points and grants you Mental Saves. Crystals that
require a high Wisdom affect your perception and grant you healing abilities.
CHARISMA: Measures your social magnetism, attractiveness, and
persuasiveness. It grants you Mental Saves. Crystals that need a high
Charisma allow you to manipulate emotions and use some magic.

#3. ADD EVERYTHING UP

When you're done assigning attributes, you can add up your character's secondary stats.
These include your Hit Points, Sanity Points, Physical Saves, Mental Saves, and Slots. If you
use the character submission form, this step happens without showing you. Don't worry, they
are there and will be printed on your character sheet when you arrive at your first game.

HIT POINTS

(Reality + Might)
This is the amount of physical damage you can take before you're knocked unconscious and
begin to die.

SANITY POINTS

(Intellect + Wisdom + Creativity)
This is the amount of mental damage you can take before you enter a violent frenzy and
attack those around you.

PHYSICAL SAVES

(Reality + Guile / divided by 5 & Rounded Up)
You can use these saves to counter Hit Point damage and special attacks that make physical
contact. This includes melee weapon strikes, ranged weapon darts, and spell packets.

MENTAL SAVES

(Wisdom + Charisma / divided by 5 & Rounded Up)
You can use these saves to counter Sanity Point damage and special attacks delivered using
line of sight. This includes social skills, magic without packets, insanity, and derangement.

SLOTS

(All Attributes / divided by 10)
Slots allow you to bind abilities to your Soul. At the beginning of your first game you can
have no more than two memory crystals bound. This is regardless of any extra slots or items
your character might have for any reason. Once you have visited the Soulforge for the first
time this restriction is lifted.
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#4. STARTING CRYSTAL

Next you will select 1 starting Crystal. Crystals are what give dreamwalkers power and grant
them new abilities, skills, and magic. You get a randomly selected crystal shard at the
beginning of your first game. If you meet the requirements for it, it will already be bound to
you when you enter game. You can find more information about starter Crystals in Chapter 6.

#5. WRITE A CHARACTER HISTORY

(OPTIONAL STEP, but highly recommended)
Below is advice from different players and storytellers. There is no right way to make a
history, but these ideas may help you to strengthen your character's story and your roleplay.

"When I'm creating a new character, I condense their personality into 3-5
pillars. These are short sentences that I can quickly reference at any time my
character needs to decide. An example of this could be, 'My character is a
survivor'. This might mean that he'll be more likely to betray his companions
if it saves him. That he'll never sacrifice himself for the greater good. Or that
he is always cautious and prepared.
The pillars could be anything you think would be cool or fun to play, but
they need to be short separate ideas. Once you have your pillars you can
work backwards to explain the story behind these traits. And the more you
can work them into one complete story the better it tends to work out. Your
character could be a survivor and hate orcs. It'd be fine to have those things
come about separate, but it's a lot more compelling to have them happen at
once. Perhaps your character's village was wiped out by Orcs. Then he spent
5 years living off the land and hunting them down."
- Paul F.
"For me, histories are what guides your character's personality. As your
history becomes more complex you run the risk of throwing yourself into a
pitfall. When writing, everything worth mentioning should have some effect
on the person you're portraying. The more complex it becomes the more
difficult it will be to do this with success. It's always better to have not
enough instead of too much. This will allow you to figure out who your
character is more naturally as you play them.
Avoid clichés like 'My parents are dead,' 'I am the last (or first) of my kind,'
and 'I'm part of a prophecy.' In my first LARP I lived in a town full of
orphaned heroes, I kid you not. If you like a cliché try to give it a new spin or
approach it from a new perspective. Perhaps your character is the reason
that someone else is an orphan. Remember your character is at the
beginning of the hero’s journey, not the end, so keep it short and simple."
-Adam S.
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PLAYING AN ALT

With so many realms, there are countless possibilities for characters to play. So many that
maybe you have trouble choosing! If you’re one of those people, or down the line, you get
another cool idea for a character, Catalyst allows you to play an Alt (short for alternate
character). At its core, an Alt is a character aside from the main character you play. They are
created in the exact same way as the first character you created, but Alts come with some
additional rules:
• You can only have one character per realm. Currently that means you can have up to
6 different characters at Catalyst.
• BUT you can only play a maximum of two characters at a single event. You can swap
between these two characters twice during that event, but you cannot switch
characters within 6 hours of the beginning or end of an event, or 6 hours within your
last swap.
• You cannot switch characters to avoid negative IG ramifications, such as from
participating in PvP.
• Each of your costumes must be distinctive, with little room for doubt about which
character you are playing.
• Your characters may not know each other and any information they learn is separate.
This includes notebooks you might use to record info and IG lore that is not easily
available. You must also actively avoid conversations about your Alts.
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For some people, roleplaying will come as naturally as breathing, and imagining your
character's background and motivations will require almost no preparation. For the rest of
us, it takes a bit more work to pretend to be someone else and develop that alter ego.
Luckily, we have some guidelines to help you be the very best version of the character you're
portraying.

DON'T PLAY A LEGENDARY ROGUE

Play a rogue and be legendary. As soon as you say that you are the best in the land,

someone will come along and outdo you. Get into the mindset of the person you want to be
and roleplay it out. The best stories always start at the beginning of the hero's journey, not
after they have already saved a kingdom, rescued a dozen wasteland princes, or slain every
space dragon that looks at them funny.

NO ONE LIKES A MUTANT, ELF, OR 80'S HAIR METAL BAND

Your character is not just you in funny dress. When choosing to play a species other than

human, consider their roleplay characteristics and costume to decide if it's right for you. If
you like the setting but don't like the roleplay requirements, then you will probably have more
fun playing a human or near-human from the same realm instead.

PLAY IN THE MOMENT!

Not everyone likes exposition.

Write a Character History, but
don't explain it to every Tom, Dick,
and Charlene. Background stories
are an amazing way to tell the
Game Masters about where your
character came from; we might
even use something from your
story as part of an adventure one
day. However, you should always
play in the moment. Not every
person will want to hear about the
time you fought off twenty-seven owlbears, even if it happened during an event. There is
always a time and a place for recounting tales of past exploits.

BORROW FROM BOOKS... ...WISELY

There will always be someone who recognizes THAT character. We all borrow from
books, games, and movies even if we don't realize it, and that's okay. Some of the best
stories ever written were borrowed by the author from works that came before them. Just
make sure you change the name and try to add your own spin on the character as time
progresses. Tropes are okay too--character archetypes are popular for a reason--just be
careful how much you rely on them.
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SWORDS ARE HEAVY AND THEY CAN MESS YOU UP

Now imagine swinging it around all day. If you have ever swung a real sword, you

probably noticed that they have weight and feel heavy after you've held them up for a few
minutes. One of the quickest ways to impress others is by roleplaying your weapon swings
and when you get hit by attacks. When someone uses a special skill on you, don't be afraid to
play up the drama. One of the many reasons we have the "Hold" rules are so that you can
pretend to get hit and mean it without scaring someone into thinking you're really hurt.

A CHARACTER IS MORE THAN NUMBERS

You are not the contents of your item pouch. You are not your magic six shooter. You

might, however, be an all-singing all-dancing bard from New Zygaxia. The numbers on your
character card and the magic
items you find are part of the
rules of the game. They help
make the game fun, but you
should never let them define you
or outshine your roleplaying.

WHO TURNED OFF
GRAVITY?

You're playing a game, not a
simulation. Not every rule will

reflect how something might
work in real life. Even if the rules
ignore things like gravity or
flammability, just roll with it. The game takes place in a dreamworld setting if you really need
an explanation to relax and ignore the more logical parts of your brain.

WHATS AN "OUT-OF-CHARACTER?"

Don't hang out in game when not playing your character, or when you are not dressed
in costume. It's disruptive to people who are trying to roleplay and a fast way to earn the ire
of your peers. The opposite can also be true of OOG areas. It's not okay to roleplay in areas
such as bathrooms or kitchens. If you strike up a conversation with someone in or out of
character, be sure you move to the appropriate area as quickly as you can.

WE ARE ALL STRANGE!

Everyone expresses themselves in their own way, and has different preferences and
comfort zones when it comes to roleplaying. It's never okay to insult someone's ability to
roleplay or judge them based on their experience. No one should ever be made to feel
uncomfortable about a situation out-of-character.
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WHAT IS A “PHYSREP”?

PART ONE: COMBAT BASICS

Combat can be one of the most exciting and rewarding
parts of an event. But there are some rules to follow so
that everyone can have a safe and enjoyable time. We
use foam weapons to simulate melee combat and
ranged combat is simulated using dart guns and bean
bags. We also allow for the use of shields. You need to
bring your weapons to check-in at the beginning of an
event to be inspected by staff.

WEAPON DAMAGE

You will see this term a lot in this
section of the rules. It is short for
Physical Representation. There are
generally two kinds of physreps. The
first group consists of items, usually
magical or super-tech in nature. The
second group includes any weapon
that has been approved for combat.
Both require a bit of imagination to
be
believable
because
they
traditionally don’t function like the
item they represent. Physreps can be
affected by most game mechanics,
unlike the rest of your items that are
either considered a part of your
costume or as decoration only.

There are two types of damage: COLOR-based and
NUMBER-based. The reason for the difference is that a
character could have Immunity to YELLOW damage,
but not an attack that deals 2 damage.
By default, all Melee and Ranged Weapons deal WHITE damage. You do not need to do
anything special when using a weapon that swings for this damage type. If you are granted
the ability to use a distinct color of damage you must wear a plain looking wristband or
ribbon that matches, otherwise you do not benefit from the effect. The most common ability
that changes your damage type is called a
Weapon Crystal. For example, you might
obtain a Yellow Weapon Crystal shard,
which if bound to a slot, would make you
swing for YELLOW damage. This crystal also
has a usage of Continuous so any weapon
you attack with would hit for yellow, all you
must do is pick it up.
There are a few other important things to
know about color-based damage. Only the
highest color type applies if you would gain
color damage from multiple sources, and
you cannot choose to swing for less
damage, or even for white damage.
However, some effects can be weapon
specific, and these WILL replace any colorbased damage you have slotted to your
character. If this is the case, put the
wristband or ribbon on your weapon instead.
A weapon specific effect can be handed off
to a nearby ally (or even picked up by an
enemy) so be wary of where you leave these
special physreps.
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If it is dark or you are attacking your opponent from behind, you must call out the color or
the amount of damage you deal (if the damage is numeric) while fighting, but this is not
necessary on every swing. You can also use light up wristbands or glow sticks at night to
denote your weapon color.
These are the most common weapon color types:

White
1 Damage

Yellow
2 Damage

Orange
3 Damage

Green
4 Damage

Blue
5 Damage

The next set of weapon colors are normally only available to NPCs, but may be temporarily
granted to a PC for a few weapon swings or otherwise short duration. No Crystals exist in the
game that will grant any of these damage types to a PC character permanently.

Red

Purple

Black

10 Damage

20 Damage

1 Hit Kill

➢ If
you
encounter
BLACK damage every
hit can drop the target
to 0 HP. This can be
defended against like
any
other
physical
attack.
➢ A Killing Strike must
still be performed on a
target who has been
hit with “Slay” or Black
damage.
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MELEE WEAPON CONSTRUCTION

The specifics we are looking at when inspecting a melee weapon is the thickness and type of
foam used, the rigidity of the core, and the tips of the weapon. Consider the following
guidelines as well:
➢ Foam should be soft and able to compress and reform when the weapon is squeezed.
➢ Apart from the handle or grip, all striking surfaces of the weapon should be covered in
latex, duct tape, or fabric.
➢ Thrust tips and large surfaces (such as with hammers) should be made of open cell
(squishy) foam; think couch cushion foam.
➢ Thrust tips should be made minimum of 3 inches open-cell foam, which compresses to
about 2 inches on a finished weapon. It should have lots of give and spring back easily.
➢ Cores should be made of PVC or Carbon Fiber. No wood or metal.
➢ Cores need to be rigid but flexible; enough to be swung without snapping or whipping.
➢ The foam should not be able to
twist around a weapon core.
➢ There should be no exposed core
or tears in the weapon.
➢ For shields, the edges must be
covered in soft foam or the shield
itself must be entirely made of foam
and covered in latex or duct tape.
The following lengths are observed
for classifying weapons:
➢ Fists: 12-18 inches

➢ Small Weapon: 12 to 24 inches

➢ One-Handed Weapon: 24-42
inches

➢ Hand and a Half Weapon: 3648 inches
➢ Two-Handed Weapon: 43-60
inches

➢ Polearm: 60-90 inches

LEGAL HIT AREAS

Strikes to the Chest, Back, Upper Arms, Forearms, Thighs, Calves, and Buttocks are
considered legal hits. Strikes to the Head, Groin, Hands, Wrists, Ankles, and Feet do not count
as a hit, but any abilities called will still be considered used. You should never purposely
swing or aim your physrep at illegal areas. Anyone found repeatedly breaking this rule will
have their combat privileges revoked.

THRUSTING OR STABBING

Thrusting with your weapon is not allowed unless your weapon has a thrusting tip. If you
have created your own boffer weapon, this should consist of about 3 inches (compressed to 2
inches) of squishy foam. You may never thrust with latex weapons.
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LIGHTEST TOUCH

Our weapons are not real, so logically, we shouldn't be swinging them like they are. When
attacking someone with melee physreps, you only need to make contact with the person for
the hit to count. You should always be in control of how hard you swing a melee physrep and
where it is going. If at any time you feel like someone is hitting too hard, politely ask them to
"pull their blows."

DON'T "MACHINE GUN" YOUR SWINGS

In addition to lightest touch, you should also consider how quickly you are swinging your
weapons. It is very easy to turn into a drummer when using ultra-light physreps. You should
always swing a minimum of 90 degrees when you attack, and reset after every 3-4 swings
with a brief 4-second pause between flurries. If at any time you feel like someone is attacking
too fast, politely ask them to "pull their blows."

MELEE WEAPONS AND RANGED WEAPONS

These two groups of physreps are mutually exclusive. What we mean by this is that at no
point during a game should you purposely swing a melee physrep at someone's ranged
physrep or attempt to block a melee swing with anything other than a melee physrep. Do not
conveniently
put
your
ranged weapons in the way
of melee attacks either.
Anyone fighting in this
unsafe manner will be given
a rules violation. Boffer
bows are considered melee
weapons so long as they
are constructed in the same
manner as a melee physrep.

DART GUNS

You may make reasonable
external
or
internal
modifications to your dart
guns; however, any changes you make must be disclosed to us before they can be used and
the physrep must be able to pass a safety inspection. We ask that you paint your physreps to
cover any logos or branding, and if you choose to paint them in a realistic fashion, please
leave the orange tip partially exposed for safety. You may not use darts that have been
modified in any way except with paint or writing to identify who they belong too. Please
check our website for a list of dart guns that may not be used at Catalyst.

SPECIAL ATTACKS

Some crystals can grant you Special Attacks. These are activated with simple keywords or
short phrases that denote how the target should react or what effect they will take. This is
usually self-explanatory or followed by terminology that is easy to understand. When you use
a special attack, it replaces whatever damage your weapon would normally deal, regardless
of the weapon's color or where you strike your target. Special Attacks can be defended
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against using Saves or Special Defenses. All special attacks refresh when you complete a rest
or as otherwise noted in its description. They do not refresh when you are healed from being
dead.

SPECIAL DEFENSES AND UTILITIES

Crystals may also provide you with Special Defenses and other support capabilities. These
have specific limitations and may allow you to do things like heal, see through yellow
headband skills, defend against specific attacks, and any number of other actions as
described on the cards. All special defenses, healing, and utilities refresh when you complete
a rest or as otherwise
noted in its description.
They do not refresh when
you are healed from
being dead.
Read Part Three: Game
Mechanics, found below,
for more details on
specific effects granted
by
Special
Attacks,
Special Defenses and
Utilities.

PART TWO:
COMBAT STYLES

Simply stated, a combat
style is a personal choice
of weapons that you use in a fight. We do not limit the type or number of weapons you use in
combat. This is a choice you are free to make and change as often as you like. Over time you
may acquire abilities that require a specific length, style, or combination of weapons.

“UNARMED” FIGHTING

You may use Fist Boffers to physrep for any type of unarmed fighting or martial arts combat.
They cannot be any shorter or longer than 12 to 18 inches from tip to tip. The trade-off for
using these ultra-short boffers is that they are Immune to Disarm effects and Break Weapon
effects (but not Break Limb), and most NPC’s will not consider them weapons in social
scenarios (at least until they see what you can do with your fists!) Fist boffers count as small
weapons for targeting purposes, but cannot be used with small weapon crystals. Boxing or
sparring gloves and punching boffers may not be used for Unarmed Fighting.

SMALL WEAPONS

Small Weapons include things like daggers, batons, and hand axes. They must measure
between 12 and 24 inches in length to qualify for any skills that require the use of small
weapons. Common skills associated with small weapons include high damage attacks, knockouts, surprises, attacks from behind, and they can commonly be smuggled in situations where
you might be searched (assuming you have the suitable abilities slotted to your card).
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SINGLE WEAPON COMBAT

Weapons in this group must be between 24 and 48 inches in length from tip to tip. Single
weapon combat (without shields) is designed to simulate duelists and fencing maneuvers,
and skills commonly associated with this combat style include immunities for your sword arm,
and combat tricks like Disarm and Feint. If you want to Thrust or Stab with this weapon style,
you must have a Boffer Weapon with a Thrust Tip, no exceptions. One of the benefits of using
this weapon style is that you will always have a hand free to perform other actions like use
thrown weapons or cast spells, and these two options will not inhibit the use of your onehanded skills.

TWO WEAPON FIGHTING

This combat style is the most commonly practiced and among the more aggressive combat
forms. You may use One-Hand or Hand-and-Half weapons with this combat style if they are
between 24 and 48 inches from tip to tip. It provides no special advantages or
disadvantages, and many skills can be used with this combat style.

TWO-HANDED WEAPONS

Two handed weapons include any
weapon that measures 43 to 60
inches in length from tip to tip. You
must also have both hands on the
physrep to benefit from any skills
that require two handed weapons. If
you strike with one hand removed,
the skill is considered wasted (even
if you hit your target). Two handed
weapons provide the quickest path
to deal Blue Damage, and short
bursts of High Numerical Damage. Two handed weapons are also commonly paired with
abilities that will maim, break or sever limbs, or bypass saves and armor.

POLEARMS

Using a polearm provides the natural advantage of long reach as they must be between 60
and 90 inches in length from tip to tip. Additionally, they will often qualify for many of the
same abilities that two-handed weapons are paired with. They are commonly used for
Pinning, Weapon Casting, and with Forced Movement effects.

STAFF

A Staff weapon is primarily defensive in use and may be wielded in one hand if you can
demonstrate using it safely in this manner. While staff weapons do not have a specific
required length, it is recommended that the wielder uses a staff that is appropriate for their
height. Staff weapons can be used in a martial arts fashion or as a “walking stick.” In this
way NPCs may overlook them as weapons in social situations. They are the first weapon style
to generally reach some form of weapon casting.
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SPEARS

This weapon type Must be created
as a boffer weapon if you are using
it to Thrust or Stab. Skills are rarely
created specifically for the spear
weapon type, but they often qualify
for skills in other weapon groups.
Latex Spears are to be treated as
hand-and-half
weapons,
twohanded weapons, or polearms, and
may not be used to thrust; you may
still slash and block with them.

SHIELDS

Fighting with a shield can be challenging, but they are essential to anyone who values
defense above all else. While using a shield is straightforward, we have a few rules that must
be followed if you choose to fight with one equipped. At no point should a shield be used like
a melee weapon to strike a target offensively. If you have a skill that allows you to bash or in
some way describes an offensive shield maneuver, this is purely written as fluff.
SHIELDS VS. GUNS
Shields protect against any ranged attacks, made with a dart gun, bow, or thrown weapon
that physically strikes your shield. They do not however, protect against called skills that do
not require physical contact such as ranged attacks made using a "Point Blank Shot" as
described below, or any crystals that give the attacker an automatic hit.
SHIELDS VS. SPELLS
If a spell packet hits your shield, you take the damage and effects of the attack. You may still
call a physical save or special defense to negate the attack.

RANGED WEAPONS

Ranged weapons include any physrep that is thrown (excluding spell packets) or shot at your
target, and the mechanism used to fire it, such as a dart gun. Do not swing ranged physreps
as if they were melee weapons or attempt to block melee physreps with them. Not only will a
melee attack be considered successful if it hits your ranged physrep, there is also a very good
chance you will break or damage both in the process. In addition to having another player
upset with you for damaging their physrep, this may cause one or both weapons to become
unsafe and therefore unusable for the remainder of the game.

THROWN WEAPONS

All thrown physreps must be made entirely out of foam and be coreless. Thrown weapons
should not be used in melee, even if they look like a javelin, spear, hatchet, or dagger. A
weapon without a core has a much higher chance to whip or tear, making them unsafe.
Thrown weapons will often have associated skills that function like spellcasting. They are
considered Small Weapons for targeting purposes and qualify for small weapon crystals
(although not every crystal will provide an advantage in this situation).
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SIDE ARMS (SMALL ARMS)

We classify any dart gun that holds 3 or less darts and that does not exceed 12 inches in any
dimension as a side arm. Skills usually associated with this weapon type include stealth
attacks that bypass, maim, or kill targets. They can also be more easily concealed by skills
and effects.

REVOLVERS

Dart guns that have a rotating cylinder or similar mechanism are considered revolvers. The
physrep may not hold more than 10 darts to qualify for most skills in this category. Revolvers
are among the weapons that will provide the quickest path to Blue Damage, bursts of higher
damage, trick shots such as
disarm, and break weapon
effects.

SHOTGUNS

Any dart gun that fires two or
more darts simultaneously is
classified as a shotgun (some
exceptions apply). This group of
physreps specialize in skills that
stun, sever limbs, or can be used
to hold down a location.
Shotguns apply damage and
effects once per shot (not per
dart). However, if 2 or more darts hit the target the attack is doubled (and only doubled) and
each attack is defended against separately. This effect is often denoted on shotgun specific
cards, but applies to any ability used with them.

SEMI-AUTOMATIC & AUTOMATIC ARMS

This group of dart guns provide a natural advantage and battery powered physreps will often
be associated with skills that bypass or spend an opponent's saves. Most ranged weapon
skills can be used with this group of dart guns.

HIGH CAPACITY

High capacity dart guns have an upper limit of 40 darts in a single clip or readied position.
Any dart gun that holds more than this may not be used unless a specific exception is made.
Many skills will exclude high capacity dart guns because they already offer such a steep
advantage over other ranged weapons.

BOWS & PACKET ARCHERY

At this point in time, we do not allow real bows and boffer arrows. You may use a dart-style
gun that simulates the design of a bow or a boffer bow with packet archery. The benefit of
using packet archery is that you may design your bow's physical representation like a boffer
weapon so that it may be used in melee combat. Melee physrep bows do not benefit from
the effects of cards that specify the use of a bow, including damage and special attacks. You
must perform a 3-Count “Aiming” between packet archery attacks.
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SPELLS
CASTING

&

PACKET

Spells and spell-like abilities
require that you throw a
physrep to deal their effect.
Spell packets come in two
styles. The first is a beanbag
that is no smaller than the
human eye socket; approx.
1.5 inches in diameter. They
must be filled with bird seed
or
similar
biodegradable
material (do not use rice) and
tied or sewn shut. The second type of spell physrep is called a spell ball. These are much
larger, usually between the size of a softball and football, and must be filled with cotton,
foam, or another soft material. Both types deal their effect regardless of where they strike
your target. Clothing, Capes, Shields, and Weapons are all legal targets for spell packets.

PART THREE: GAME MECHANICS

In this section of the rules the term Effect is defined as anything that can alter the state of
your character. This includes Memory Crystals, Magical Curiosities, calls made by the GMs,
environmental hazards, and other rules in the game.

EFFECT TYPES
➢ Attack: This includes any effect that targets another person to reduce their Hit Points,
add negative effects, or that is otherwise harmful to the target character.

➢ Healing: This includes any effect that targets another person to increase their Hit Points,
remove negative effects, or that is otherwise helpful to the target character.
➢ Defense: This includes saves and effects that would stop, nullify, or ignore another
effect.

➢ Utility: This includes anything else that is not an Attack, Heal, or Defense. A Utility often
targets the same character who is activating it.
Some Crystals, such as Charm, specify that their effects are not an attack, defense, or heal,
even if they fall under the above definitions. These are considered Utilities.

EFFECT SOURCE

Sometimes the source of an effect is important. Most specify if they are a Skill, Spell, Power,
or Ability; these classifications are defined the following way for determining a rules call.
➢ A Skill is anything that comes from a non-magical source.
➢ A Spell is anything that comes from a magical source.
➢ A Power is anything that comes from a faction source.
➢ All Skills, Spells, and Powers are considered Abilities when interpreting the rules.
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RESOLVING EFFECTS

Whenever multiple effects are called at the
same time, use the following rules to
determine which ones are a success or
happen first.
1. Defenses may be called up to 3 seconds
after an attack or other qualifying effect
is called and always resolve first. This step
of resolution includes Saves.
2. Attacks always resolve after Defenses,
but before Healing.
3. Heals resolve after attacks if the two
abilities are called simultaneously or up
to 1 second apart. If a damage or attack
call, such as “Killing Strike,” would render
the healing useless, the heal effect is used
and considered a failure.
4. Utilities & Everything Else are always
resolved last.
If multiple Defenses, Attacks, Heals, or
Utilities are used at the same time they all
resolve simultaneously during the above
steps.

EFFECT COOLDOWNS
➢ Use Between Rests: The number of times you can use an ability before rest is required
to restore uses.

➢ Timed Cooldowns: The amount of time you need to wait between uses of abilities.

➢ Concentrate / Concentration: A duration of time in which you can take no other action
to perform an ability. If you are the target of an attack or effect your concentration is
broken and the ability is interrupted. Defenses can be used to maintain a Concentration.

➢ “X” Count: The number of times you must say the name of an ability with your count for
it to work. If you are the target of an attack or effect your concentration is broken and
the ability is interrupted. Defenses cannot be used to maintain an “X” Count.
➢ Interrupted: The spell fails and is considered used.

COMMON KEYWORDS GLOSSARY

Keywords include anything in the name of a Crystal Card or Ability being used. When an
effect refers to Keywords, ignore roman numerals and words like Lesser, Greater, Improved,
and Mastery, unless the effect specifies these notations. Commonly used terms are listed
below:
➢ Basic Damage: White, Yellow, Orange, Green, Blue and Red Damage.

➢ Basic Spell Damage: ARCANE Spells that deal damage and no other effects.
➢ Sanity Damage: Damage that is dealt to Sanity Points.
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➢ Types of Damage: Damage types have no special qualities unless specified by the
attack that is delivering them. All damage types are considered physical damage unless
otherwise stated.

➢ Defense: Defenses are not Saves and therefore can be used to negate Unstoppable,
Piercing, or Overwhelming effects. Defenses usually lack the versatility that Saves have
and can only defend against specific attacks or effect types.

➢ Immunity/No Effect: A target cannot be harmed by the specified crystal, attack, ability,

or damage type. This is the only defensive call that cannot be bypassed by any means
without a GM to override the scenario. Immunity is the most common skill in this group. It
usually protects against a damage type, or attacks that target a specific area.
o

Stability is a common NPC ability that gives Immunity to movement effects due to

the monster’s physiology which is usually in the form of extra legs, a tail, or a snakelike body.
o

Mindless is a common NPC ability that grants Immunity to almost all Mental effects
because the monster lacks a brain or logical center.

o

Animal Intelligence is a common NPC ability that gives Immunity to all social
effects due to the monster’s low intelligence.
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EXPANDED KEYWORDS GLOSSARY
➢ Bargain: This includes any skill that allows you to alter an agreement with the target.
They cannot seek reprisal for any unfair deals until the following event or as specified by
the effect.
➢ Blind: The target cannot attack, defend, or physically block, and may only move at a
heel-to-toe pace.

➢ Bonus Save: Any Saves that are granted by a crystal or effect are considered Temporary
and are used first.
➢ Break Limb: The target's arm or leg is broken until mended. They cannot use this limb
for any task such as walking at greater than a heel-to-toe pace or swinging a weapon.

➢ Break Shield: The target must drop their shield until the end of battle. If they cannot
quickly remove it from their arm, they must instead lower the shield, but if struck it counts
as a hit. If they have an item card for a different shield, they may perform a 5-Count
“Draw Weapon” to start using that physrep with the additional item. You may perform a
rest to repair items that you naturally manifest as part of the dream.
➢ Break Weapon: The target cannot use the specified physrep until they have the item
repaired. If they have an item card for a different weapon, they may perform a 5-Count
“Draw Weapon” to start using that physrep with the additional item. You may perform a
rest to repair items that you naturally manifest as part of the dream.
➢ Break Will: The target cannot throw spell packets for a duration as specified by the
effect.

➢ Charm: This skill can persuade someone to perform an action for you as if you were a
good friend; or convince them to believe a single sentence as truth. Charm is not
considered a hostile action. You may activate this skill by addressing the target with a
single sentence.

➢ Counterspell: A target effect that is delivered using a spell packet or as a mental effect

does not get to resolve and fizzles, but is still considered used. Counterspell resolves as a
defense, but is considered a utility effect.

➢ Crushing: Crushing damage cannot be physically defended against using shields, or
weapons.

➢ Despair: This causes the target to stop fighting and instead try to actively convince their
allies to lose hope and abandon a fight. They cannot call attacks or defenses, but may
still try to avoid harm and flee from battle.

➢ Detection: You must call a detection ability by name against the specified target(s) for it
to work. Simply having the ability equipped, even if a continuous effect, does not
retroactively apply its effects to a scene or battle.
➢ Disarm: The target must drop the specified item for a specified duration.
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➢ Enrage: The target is overcome with
anger and hate directed at a target of
your choice. They will physically attack the
target first if they are engaged in combat.
This will not cause intelligent targets to
ignore other threats or go blindly into
danger.
➢ Fear: They must flee from you as

quickly as possible. If they are unable to
escape they can only cower and defend
themselves.
➢ Feint/Mental Feint: The target must

spend one or more saves as specified by
the effect.

➢ Granted/Gained: When referencing

Secondary Stats (Saves, HP, Slots, etc.) this
keyword can increase those values
temporarily. These changes are not
printed on the card, but may be recorded
in your notes each game.

➢ Heal/Restore: Target regains Hit
Points or Sanity Points as specified by the
ability. If struck by multiple sources of healing, all amounts are applied simultaneously.
Healing is always applied after Attacks or other Negative Effects that are called at the
same time or within 1 second of each other. Being dropped to 0, struck by a Killing Strike,
or entering any state that would prevent the type of healing being used interrupts the
healing effect.

➢ Knowledge: Knowledges may be gained temporarily or permanently. If they are
permanent they are recorded on the Card. Knowledge that comes from other realms, no
matter how similar always has a chance of granting Insanity or Insanity Points.
Knowledge may not be applied retroactively to scenes or battles. You must declare it to a
GM when asked, or otherwise activate it, to benefit from its effects.

➢ Luck: This skill allows you to manipulate a social interaction in your favor. You can "takeback" a statement or non-combat action from the past 10 seconds that would have been
unfavorable to you had it happened.
➢ OOG Movement: Some Movement skills take you Out-Of-Game while they are being

performed. You are still visible, but cannot be the target of any effect, including positive
effects, while using this skill. Do not call a Hold unless specified by the movement effect.

➢ Pain: The target cannot perform any other action except to call defenses and roleplay
intense pain.
➢ Paralyze: The target cannot move or perform any action.

➢ Parlay: A target will not do you harm or take aggressive actions against you until you
have spoken with their boss.
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➢ Piercing: A mental attack that cannot be defended against using Saves.
➢ Pull: The target must move directly towards the person using this ability.

➢ Push: The target must move directly away from the person using this ability.
➢ Reflect: A target effect is redirected to another legal target as determined by the ability.

➢ Sanctuary: This suppresses all continuous effects inside a specified zone, and grants
Immunity to all effects while the sanctuary persists. It also prevents anyone from entering
the area of Sanctuary. Anyone inside the sanctuary may leave the zone freely.
➢ Sever Limb: Severed arms cannot be used to carry anything, swing a weapon, or defend.
Severed legs slow you to a heel-to-toe pace, and you cannot call movement skills. This
effect lasts until the limb is reattached. Sever limb also causes a PAIN effect until it is
reattached unless otherwise noted by the skill that inflicts this effect.

➢ Slow: The target may only move at a heel-to-toe pace.

➢ Stun: The target can do nothing but move at a heel-to-toe pace and defend themselves.
➢ Subdued or Pinned: The target must roleplay having a limb stuck to a floor, wall, object,
or whatever is subduing them. The target may not be able to move or be moved. The
target cannot call Physical effects for as long as they are subdued or pinned.

➢ Teleport or Blink: The target can move OOG and is not considered a legal target for
effects during the movement. These normally resolve in the Utility phase and cannot be
used to defend against attacks.
➢ Throw: The target must move in the direction specified by the person using this ability.
➢ Unstoppable: A physical attack that cannot be defended against using Saves.
➢ Wall: Physical effects, objects, and characters cannot pass through the area specified by
a wall. Spirits can pass through a wall. Mental attacks can pass through a wall if they do
not require line of sight.

➢ Weapon Malfunction: The target must roleplay troubleshooting and reloading their
ranged weapon for the duration of this effect. This interrupts and resets any ability that
relies on reloading such as ACCURACY or IMPACT crystals.

MISCELLANEOUS

TEMPORARY EFFECTS
Some abilities grant temporary saves, hit points, sanity points, defenses, or skill uses.
➢ Temporary effects are always spent first when able.
➢ If multiple Temporary Effects are applied that grant the same bonus, they don’t stack;
only the highest one is applied.
DICE EFFECTS
Some effects require dice to resolve. If dice are not available then a GM may determine
another way to resolve this skill using random chance. Percentage effects are normally
resolved by a GM using 2d10 dice. The Success or failure conditions must be announced or
decided before the dice are rolled.
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Although the clash of steel and the crackle of arcane energy are well-known on the
battlefield, there is another factor to consider: mental combat. Insidious psychomancers may
attack your very sanity, or a creature from the space between worlds saps your will to live.
These are but the beginnings of the dangers of mental combat. A mental attack is almost
always conducted by pointing at a target within your line of sight and announcing the skill
you plan to use. So long as the target can hear you call the skill, they must use a defense or
take the effect.
In addition to Hit Points and Physical Saves, players must also be aware of their
character’s Sanity Points and Mental Saves. You can determine your Sanity Points by adding
your Intellect, Wisdom, and Creativity together. Sanity also acts as a gauge for danger. Some
objects, places, or people require a specific amount of sanity points to interact with. These
types of barriers can be temporarily bypassed by spending Mental Saves, but it is not
recommended unless you have an abundance of physical or mental prowess.

MENTAL SAVES AND DEFENSES

While Sanity is representative of your character’s mental stability, Mental Saves are your
ability to protect your mind against the horrors that would cause you to lose it. Your mental
saves are made up of your Wisdom score plus your Charisma score, then divided by 5. You
can use Mental Saves against any mental attack, except for those with the prefix “Piercing”.
You might, in your time playing the game, acquire a Defense against such attacks, but
without one you cannot overcome the attack and must take the effect.

LOSING SANITY

Like Hit Points, when your Sanity drops to 0, you are rendered helpless. The only difference is
that a sanity death allows the body to live on as a Ghoul; a feral monster that attacks
anything and anyone it encounters with relentless anger. Once someone has become a
ghoul, they are too far gone for healing and must be killed so the soul can resurrect in a new
body. Sanity, like health, can be healed, and does not restore with a rest.

INSANITY POINTS

A horror from beyond the stars, a ritual gone horribly wrong, or a supernatural event seen
with the naked eye -all these things and more can see a character begin to collect Insanity
Points. As you accrue Insanity Points, you will begin to take detrimental effects. For Every 10
Points that your character gains, you gain a major Insanity. For Every 5 Points that you gain,
your Maximum Mental Saves drops by 1.

SOCIAL ABILITIES

Often far subtler than a mental attack, social abilities tend to require extended periods of
roleplay before use, and instead of doing things like dismantling your mind, they might help
characters out in diplomatic and interpersonal scenarios. You might find yourself more
amenable to a peaceful solution, or wanting to buy that Tau Ceti at the bar a drink, or even
willing to lend your money or resources to the user’s cause. These abilities are not entirely
supernatural, however. One wrong phrase or suggestion could cause the charmer to find
themselves in a very dangerous scenario, indeed.
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As you explore the dreamworld
you will find Memory Crystals—
vessels
containing
long
forgotten techniques from a
thousand different worlds, and
Magical
Curiosities—objects
with potent supernatural or
technological
origin.
Both
groups
of
objects
are
represented in game by cards
with the most relevant rules
printed on them. These items
can be used to change what
your character can do, and
includes things like combat tricks, spellcasting, crafting, healing, skullduggery and social
boons. When you obtain one of these items you can take it to the Soulforge and bind it to
your soul to begin using it.
All cards have a Name, Requirements, Description, Usage, Type, and a card number
denoting their number in the printing series. The Name is the most important part of every
card. This is what you must say clearly and loudly before you declare any other effects that a
card might have. Some rules also refer to cards by their name. For example, any card that
begins with the word ARCANE and deals damage is considered a basic spell attack. A card’s
Requirements are listed under the name and
declare anything you need to bind the card to
your soul. This is normally an Attribute Score, but
other things, including specific cards or card
effects may also appear here as requirements.
The Description section of a card defines what
the card does, keywords you might need to call
aloud in addition to the name, and often defines
the effects listed. Read Descriptions closely as
some may alter the way an existing rule works.
Usage is where you will find information about
how often you can use a card or if it requires a
specific combat style to activate. There are Six (6)
Types of cards at Catalyst as defined below.

MEMORY CRYSTALS

These are cards that represent physical crystals
that measure 1-5 inches in length and contain the
memory of how to do something in the
dreamworld.
They
are
broken
into
3
subcategories.
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SHARDS

These crystals are the most common type you will encounter. Shards have no special rules
related to them.

FRAGMENTS

These crystals are less common and more fragile than shards. Fragments can have identical
names to other crystals, but they will have lower Requirements. They also expire after being
bound to a character for an amount of time measured in events. This is not the number of
events attended, but the number of events that have passed -in months- since the card was
equipped. Lastly, a Fragment cannot be removed from a slot without being destroyed.

PERFECTS

These crystals are much larger than their counterparts and often appear as flawless stones
or gems. Their Requirements are higher than average shards of the same name, but they also
grant the most uses or innovative ways to use the skill they represent. Like Fragments, these
crystals are broken if they are unbound. You may also break a perfect on purpose (without
equipping it or meeting the requirements) at the Soulforge. When Perfects break they can
produce a small bounty of shards with the same name.

MAGICAL CURIOSITIES

These are cards that represent physical objects of a magical or technological nature that
exist in the dreamworld. They are made of memories and dream-stuff, but these appear as
actual objects instead of crystals. Magical Curiosities do not occupy slots, but you may only
bind a limited number of each type without the aid of special memory crystals.

TRINKETS

You may carry two (2) Trinkets.
Trinkets are objects that wear out over time and fade as you use them. They expire after
being bound to a character for an amount of time measured in events. This is not the number
of events attended, but the number of events that have passed -in months- since the card
was equipped. Lastly, a Trinket cannot be removed from a character without breaking, which
makes the curiosity useless.
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RELICS

You may carry two (2) Relics.
These are the most common type of magical curiosity you can encounter, and many can
be produced through crafting recipes. Relics are not usually unique, but they are permanent
and do not wear out like trinkets. Slots granted by relics do not let you exceed the normal
maximum of twenty.

ARTIFACTS

You may carry one (1) Artifact.
These curiosities are among the most powerful and often grant potent enhancement to
other abilities, usage of crystals you might not normally qualify for, and may even
demonstrate some amount of intelligence or self-awareness. Slots granted by artifacts may
be used to exceed the normal maximum of twenty.

SLOT MAXIMUMS

Characters can only have twenty slots to
equip memory crystals at any given time.
This includes those granted by crafting,
abilities, and relics. There are ways to
bypass this limit, such as with artifact slots,
but it must be explicitly stated that the
given slot can be used to exceed 20.

SLOT LISTS

You might be able to cut through swathes
of enemies on the battlefield, but the
dreamworld is not always a place of
conflict. You might also wish to dabble in
alchemy or blacksmithing and have
memory crystals that would aid you in
these endeavors. However, going to the
soul forge to trade out these crystals could
prove tedious when you must slot them
each and every time. This is where Slot
Lists become an asset.
Each character is allotted an A List and
B List that they may use to compose their
character builds. To list a crystal, you must still meet all the requirements to bind and get it
signed off, but when you wish to switch it later all you need to do is get a much quicker
signature from the Soulforge or similarly powerful entities in the dreamworld. Slot Lists do
not let you get around other detriments of crystals either: Perfects and Fragments must be
listed on both lists or they will break when you swap—and having a crystal on a list that is
not currently active does not prevent it from being stolen if you die.
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STARTING CRYSTALS

Every character begins the game with two Crystal Shards. One is chosen randomly when you
attend your first event. The second you may select from among 21 starter Crystals when you
create your character. Each starter crystal is detailed as followed:
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A MATTER OF PROBABILITY

The rules of the game will never cover every situation; you will eventually encounter a
scenario where you're not sure if your character can use something or perform an action that
seems likely but isn't on their Character Card. When a Game Master, or GM, is present, you
can always ask what your character can and cannot do. It is the GM's call every time. We will
do our best to be consistent, and to make official rulings on the most prevalent and recurring
questions.

LIGHTING

You do not need a Crystal or
Item Card to use a flashlight or
physical light source. These
light sources can only be used
to see, and do not interact with
the game world in any way.

RESTING

At any point during the game, if
you
have
gone
without
participating in combat or
calling skills and abilities for 2
Hours,
you
become
Fully
Rested. This refreshes all your
uses of Crystals, Curios, special
abilities, and Saves unless
otherwise noted. Resting does
not restore Hit Points and Sanity Points, or remove any insanity or negative effect such as a
broken limb; you must still seek out a healer for these ailments. Healing received while
resting does not interrupt the rest (unless you are the healer in which case you are using an
ability and not at rest).
Some In-Game areas require a shorter duration of time to become fully rested, but you
must remain for the entire duration for the effect to apply. Leaving the location or using skills
and saves in that area before the rest is complete will 'reset your timer' on the shortened
resting period. Any time spent in these areas without being in combat or calling skills also
contributes to your natural 2 hour resting period if you must leave for any reason. For
example, if a player is inside of a building that grants them a 30 Minute rest, but then they
leave after being there for 15 minutes, they can still avoid combat for another 1 hour and 45
minutes to become fully rested anywhere in the game world. If the player enters the building
a second time, they would have to remain there for the full 30 minutes to become fully
rested.
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COMMON ABILITIES

The following abilities or calls can be used by any players:

"ASSESS CONDITION"

Anyone may assess the physical condition of another. You can tell when someone is dying,
dead, wounded, or has a broken limb. What you can't see is if they are going insane, have
any status effects they are not aware of, or if they are a shell.

POINT BLANK SHOT

You may use this skill if a target is within 10 feet of you. Call “Point Blank Shot,” followed by
a single dart attack, and then “Bang!” Fire a dart at the ground to complete this skill. The
attack is treated as an automatic hit. Point Blank Shot can be used once every 10 seconds.
You must be able to fire a dart to use this combat feature.

"KILLING STRIKE"

You may call a Killing Strike against anyone who is dying or in their Last Stand that you
intend to kill. This causes them to skip their dying status and go straight to being dead. Refer
to Chapter 8 for more information about Hit Point or
Sanity Death.

"SIPHON SOUL 1, SIPHON SOUL 2 ...SIPHON
SOUL 5"

You may use a 5-count Siphon Soul to steal Soul
from someone who is dead before they fade and
become a spirit. Be warned! This ability causes them
to immediately become a spirit who can see their
surroundings which includes you, spirits around the
player siphoned, and the little bits of soul you just
stole from them. To find out more about the soul,
refer to the Spirit Form section of Chapter 8.

"REMEMBER FRIEND, YOU'RE DREAMING!"

This is a way to remind people to speak in character,
roleplay their combat, or hide an OOG object. It's less
obtrusive to those around you and does not interrupt
the flow of game. If you hear this called or spoken, please assess your own roleplay or
combat and make sure you are playing by the rules. This is meant as a friendly reminder to
bring out the best in your characters. Please find a staff member for more serious matters.

HEADBANDS & WRISTBANDS

The following headband and wristband colors have a specific meaning when used in game.
Please avoid using these colors as part of your costume design when dressing for your
character.
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WHITE HEADBAND - OUT-OFGAME

You are non-existent to characters
and should not be interacting with
anyone; likewise, they will ignore
your presence. This headband is
normally used by staff members
who are running an encounter or
scenario.

BLUE HEADBAND
FORM

-

SPIRIT

You and all your possessions are
ghostly and invisible to the
untrained eye. Other characters
cannot see or hear you without the
aid of magic, and you may only interact and speak with others in spirit form and with those
that can speak with you. You may move unattended objects, but they remain visible
regardless of what you do, and anyone who grabs the item can take it from you with little
effort.
Seeing someone in a blue headband is like noticing something out of the corner of your
eye that isn't there. You feel like you're being watched, might hear something that isn't there,
or "feel a presence." If combat breaks out among spirits, the room is suddenly filled with a
torrent of sound and a wind that seems to come from nowhere and it feels terrifying to be
around.

YELLOW HEADBAND - HIDDEN

You have a physical form, but it is obscured from others through mundane or magical means.
You cannot be the target of skills or other effects. You cannot use abilities or move while
HIDDEN unless an ability or crystal states otherwise. If you spot someone using a yellow
headband, then you can role-play an uneasy feeling and can act guarded. You may also ask
them what skill they are using to determine if you can see them.
For example, someone may be using the ability Hide. If you spot them you may draw your
weapon, say "I've got a terrible feeling about this," and ask them what skill they are using.
Finally, you may call a skill such as Create Light to reveal their position and interact with
them normally.

GREEN HEADBAND - NON-COMBAT / MEDICAL

These players cannot be struck with melee weapons, spell packets, or shot at with darts, and
should not be in situations that require heavy physical activity. If someone wearing a green
headband is in a situation that requires combat, both you and the target should treat all
skills and abilities as Mental Attacks that automatically hit. If a person wearing a green
headband ends up in the middle of combat and finds it unsafe, call a medical hold or caution
to remove yourself from a situation in which they could be unintentionally struck or bumped
into. You should attempt to remain out of combat in situations that it could be unsafe such
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as night combat. You may also call basic weapon damage against each other in 5-second
intervals if you are 5 feet apart. If someone wearing a green headband tries to get away, you
may only pursue them at the same speed. Always remain aware of players with green
headbands.

PURPLE HEADBAND - OBSERVANCE

These players are considered out of game, but are still in character and can hear and see
what is going on around them. Each crystal or ability that grants this headband may have
different ruling regarding what a player can do.

WRISTBANDS - WEAPON DAMAGE

All wristbands are associated with weapon damage and only weapon damage. They
determine how much damage a person can deal with any weapon they wield, such as swords,
guns, daggers and so on. Wristband colors are detailed on the Combat page.

ADVANCING YOUR CHARACTER

To advance your character, you need to obtain Attribute Points (AP) and then assign them to
your Attributes. These Points can be obtained in a few ways which include: Attending Events,
Purchasing Bonus Attribute Points, Collecting Souls, or Performing Service to the Game.

ATTENDING EVENTS

Everyone receives a base amount of 1 AP for
each event they attend as a Player Character.
Additional points are provided on a curve with
more awarded during your first 10 games. This
helps to offset a new character's more limited
ability to gain AP in other ways. The point curve
is as follows:
➢ 5 AP - Events 1 & 2.
➢ 3 AP - Events 3, 4, 5, & 6.
➢ 2 AP - Events 7, 8, 9, & 10.

PURCHASE ATTRIBUTE POINTS

Any player may purchase 1 AP for each event
they attend at a rate of $10. This helps to
support the game and allows us to build bigger
monsters, expand our make-up supplies, and
rent cooler locations.

COLLECT SOUL STONES

The most common way to gain AP is to trade in
soul stones at the Soulforge. For every 10
points you collect, you get 1 AP. You may gain
up to 3 AP in this way for each event you have
attended. Soul stones come in three forms.
Common, Uncommon, and Rare, each with
their own point value.
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➢ COMMON SOUL STONES are a reddish orange color and worth 1 point. Common
stones can be found as treasure on most monsters. They are used as currency by some
denizens of the Dreamworld, and can be stolen, traded, or given away.
➢ UNCOMMON SOUL STONES are a violet color and worth 2 points. They are normally
found on stronger monsters, can be awarded for good roleplaying, or for services to the
game. Uncommon stones can be stolen, traded or given away.

➢ RARE SOUL STONES are light blue in color and worth 5 points. They are only found on

the most powerful of monsters or are awarded for outstanding roleplay. These can be
stolen, traded or given away.

➢ DREAMWALKER SOULS are represented by cards worth 1, 2, or 3 points. They have the
card number of the player they were taken from. Siphoned soul from another being can
be stolen, traded, or given away. You can also come to the Soulforge to determine the
name of the person it belongs too.

PERFORM SERVICE TO THE GAME

The last way to obtain AP is to perform an
important service or assistance to the game. These
AP can only be awarded by senior staff at the
discretion of the creators of the game.

PLAYER VS. PLAYER

This game supports and encourages a healthy
Player vs. Player experience. What this means is
that you need to have a genuine motivation for why
your character might attack or take actions against
another Dreamwalker. Many of our realms and
species possess established social assumptions,
hatreds, and tics and that may lead to a PvP
encounter. We want you to have fun roleplaying a
Mutant who has no regard for others, an Afflicted
who treats people like food, or an alien species that
settles its arguments with death duels.
Any direct and clear, but not necessarily intentional, action that causes an undesired
effect to one or more Player Characters is considered PvP. This includes such examples as
thievery, torture, espionage, soul siphoning, causing harm to NPCs unmistakably related to a
PC, sabotage their political, personal, or professional relationships, or playing your PC in a
way that is detrimental to others. In the event we believe you are unaware that your choices
could result in PvP outcomes, and that it is something you do not desire, we will let you know
and give you a chance to take them back or work with you to make corrections. PvP is not a
wrong way to play this game, but we want you to be sure that you are okay with the
potential that it may result in your character’s story ending.
You should never use PvP to settle OOG disputes or to PvP for its own sake. We reserve
the right to bar you from participating in PvP encounters on a player by player basis if we feel
you are not following these rules.
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DROPPING TO 0

When your Hit Points drop to zero, you fall unconscious and begin to bleed out. If your Sanity
Points drop to zero, you fall unconscious and begin to turn into a ghoul. In either case, if you
are not healed quickly, you will die. You must receive the appropriate type of healing, hit
points or sanity points, before you will stop dying.

LAST STAND

When you are dropped to zero, you have 3 seconds left to run, call out for help, or scream in
agony before you fall unconscious and begin to die.

DYING

When you drop to zero HP or SP, you are unconscious for 3 minutes before you die. This is
called Dying status. Anyone who investigates your body can diagnose that you're dying and
may choose to help you, loot your body, or kill you by pointing their weapon at you and
saying, "Killing Strike". This is a simple action that can be done instantly to anyone who is
dying.

HIT POINTS DEATH

When dead, you have 1 minute before your
body and all your possessions will fade from
existence and you turn into a Spirit. During this
time, it is possible for anyone, including
another Dreamwalker, to use a 5-count Siphon
Soul on you. This causes your body to
immediately fade and allows your spirit to peer
through the veil of death to see who is
siphoning your soul. If you are being siphoned
by someone who you wouldn’t be able to see
while alive (i.e. if they are HIDDEN or in Spirit
Form, etc.) and you don’t have an ability that
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lets you see them, you cannot see who is siphoning
you. Otherwise you see them exactly as they are and
will still recognize them when you resurrect so long as
they do not have some sort of disguise, HIDDEN
ability (denoted with a yellow headband), or alternate
form. If you are soul siphoned, you pull out your soul
cards face down and they draw one to keep for
themselves.

SANITY DEATH

When you die from Sanity you are reanimated with
feral rage. For all intents and purposes, you are dead
and cannot be healed or brought back to life. You are
unable to speak properly, only capable of broken
sentences or one-word answers, and are mindless.
You attack anyone you can see and cannot
differentiate friend from foe. When under the effects of feral rage, you have hit points equal
to half of your total and 0 sanity. You are also immune to mental effects and attacks. When
you are killed in feral rage you drop to the ground and are dead (See Hit Points Death).

SPIRIT FORM

Being a spirit (denoted with a blue headband) makes you invisible and silent to the living. You
are a ghost, a figment at the corner of their eye, and you make them uneasy. They feel your
presence, but don't know where you are. You can ONLY interact with other spirits and
inanimate objects. When speaking with other spirits, you can ONLY converse in whispers that
are not audible to the living. If you decide to pick up an object, it cannot be obscured from
view and a living being can overpower your grip to take the object away.
When you are a spirit, you are still in danger of further harm or becoming a temporary
shell. Reapers, and other monsters, have some abilities that allow them to enter a spirit form
to attack and continue to steal your soul. When slain in
spirit form, you feel intense cold and pain as you drop to
the ground for 30 seconds. You then go Out of Game for
10 seconds as your spirit reforms somewhere nearby.
All Dreamwalker Spirits have 10 hit points, cannot use
crystals and curios, and swing for white damage unless
provided with an ability that says otherwise.

RESURRECTION

You must receive aid from someone with the appropriate
ability to restore your character to life. Unless otherwise
noted, you are healed to 1 HP and 1 SP, and all status
effects are removed (You do not regain skills used). Once
resurrected, you may move Out-Of-Game to a location of
your choice to wake up as your character. You appear to
fade-in to anyone standing nearby when this happens.
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BECOMING A SHELL

If for any reason you lose all 10 of
your soul cards, you become a
shell until the end of the event or
until your soul is restored by a
ritual. You may also restore your
own soul voluntarily using special
crystals, but you risk taking
Insanity Points. Being a shell works
like being alive except you do not
have any soul cards and are able
to be controlled by reapers or
other monsters if they discover
you. Control means that you follow
their instructions and cannot
reveal their identity.

LOSING ALL YOUR SOUL

Once a Soul Point has been
removed from your character card
it can never be restored. As your
soul is depleted you will begin to
feel residual effects and changes
as the Dreaming begins to take
you. When you lose all your soul,
you become a permanent Shell. At
this point, you can choose to retire
the character and add 25% of
their ability points to a new
character or continue playing the
game as a Shell. Shells do not
carry soul cards, cannot Siphon
Soul, and if they are killed, they will
start to lose memories of who they
are. To be resurrected as a shell
you would need to be brought
back
by
the
Soulforge
or
sufficiently powerful being (Staff
Member). This will come at a
heavy price.
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Each time your character enters the Dreamworld
they are aided by the Soulforge; a being of cosmic
power who protects their physical body from harm
and bends space-time around them. This process,
known as Dreamwalking, allows a character to
manifest completely in the dreaming and fully
retain the memories of their journey when they
wake up. This is no simple task for the Soulforge
because dreamwalking is not an exact science and
everyone is different. It takes a ton of raw mystical
power beyond mortal comprehension to perform.
Through days or weeks of focus and practice a
character can learn to convert the excess energy
generated by this process to create items and
affect fate.
For simplicity sake we call these Realm Actions. In-Character this power is known
differently by the various factions, and native beings, but is commonly referred to as Dream
Forging.

DETERMINING SUCCESS & R.A. DEADLINES

Realm Actions will always result in some amount of success with a chance for even greater
success through bonuses gained at an event, help from other Dreamwalkers, and a little bit
of luck. Be careful who you trust however, some actions can be used against you or cause
terrible things to happen. You may submit a Realm Action within 10 days after an event, and
you must attend an event to take a Realm Action.

ACTION TYPES

You may choose to take one of the following actions for the event you attended:

GATHER WEALTH

You wake up with additional currency from your world. This action is always successful and
results in an amount of currency
equal to your Charisma and Guile
score + a randomly rolled amount.

INVESTIGATE

You wake up with knowledge about a
specific person, place, or object. You
gain any common knowledge about
the subject with a chance to learn
about Legacy, Relevant Events,
Recent Involvement, Secrets, or even
Current Whereabouts. Repeating this
action will not result in new common
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knowledge about the same subject. Having a high Reality, Intellect, or Wisdom score
increases the chance you will learn something special. Only your highest ability score is used
to determine success.

MEDITATION

You can commune with a native of the dreamworld. For example, you may reach out to a
specific Chromite or Soul Trader you have met, or denizens such as Chaos, or Serenity. If you
are successful, you will be able to speak with them, summon them, or communicate with
them in other ways. Sometimes failure may be unavoidable if the native does not want to be
contacted or if exterior factors are blocking this Realm Action. Having a high Creativity,
Wisdom, or Charisma score increases the chance for success with this action. Only your
highest ability score is used to determine success.

MENTAL GYMNASTICS

You wake up with an additional item in your possession. This action will always result in
gaining at least one basic component. Common items, trinkets, fragment crystals, or unique
items are also possible. Having a high Might, Creativity, or Reality score increases the chance
you will gain a specific item you desire. Only your
highest ability score is used to determine success.

CURSE THEIR BONES!

Harmful stuff befouls the target of this action.
You do not have control over what harmful stuff
happens, but this will always result in them losing
at least one item or small amount of currency.
Greater success can result in thugs, assassins,
soul collectors, or other big bad guys seeking
them out or coming to your aid against them.
Having a high Guile, Might, or Intellect improves
the success of this action. Only your highest
ability score is used to determine success.

SEND HELP

You focus your efforts to aid another character in
whatever Realm Action they are attempting. The
bonus gained is equal to half of your highest ability score rounded up. Only two bonuses can
be gained from Send Help. Additional uses of Send Help do not stack, but will instead counter
an Undermine attempt.

UNDERMINE

You focus your efforts to deny help or defer the actions of another character. The penalty
applied is equal to half of your highest ability score rounded up. Up to three penalties can be
applied from Undermine. Additional uses of Undermine do not stack, but will instead counter
a Send Help attempt.
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